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Morphology of a “thick” BMIM FAP nanofilm on the fresh mica surface
Freshly cleaved mica was dip-coated with a 5 g/L BMIM FAP/Vertrel (2,3-
dihydrodecafluoropentane) solution. Topography of the resulting BMIM FAP/mica sample was 
characterized by AFM. As shown in Figure S1, a very flat nanofilm was produced on the mica 
surface and the thickness of the nanofilm is around 17 nm.
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Figure S1. AFM image (a), and corresponding profile (b) of BMIM FAP dip-coated on a freshly 
cleaved mica. The concentration of BMIM FAP/vertrel solution is 5 g/L. AFM image is 20μm×20μm, 
and the height bar is 50 nm.

Morphology of BMIM FAP on the heated mica surface
Mica was cleaved and heat treated in an conventional oven at 120 C for 1 h. Afterwards, the mica 
was dip-coated with 0.01 g/L and 0.001 g/L BMIM FAP/Vertrel (2,3-dihydrodecafluoropentane)  
solution, respectively. The average thickness of the resulting BMIM FAP nanofilms is estimated 
to be in the order of angstrom or lowerS1. The topography of BMIM FAP/mica samples was 
characterized by AFM. As shown in Figure S2, for both 0.01 g/L and 0.001 g/L sample, very 
small droplets are clearly visible on the mica surface, indicating complete dewetting of BMIM 
FAP on the heated mica surface.
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Figure S2. AFM images of BMIM FAP on the heat-treated (120 ℃ for 1 h) mica surface. The 
concentration of BMIM FAP/vertrel solution is 0.01 g/L (a), and 0.001 g/L (b), respectively. AFM 
images are 2μm×2μm, and the height bar is 10 nm.

Morphology of a BMIM FAP on the fresh mica surface under low RH
Freshly cleaved mica was dip-coated with a 1 g/L BMIM FAP/Vertrel (2,3-
dihydrodecafluoropentane) solution at room temperature and low RH (= 20%). Topography of the 
resulting BMIM FAP/mica sample was characterized by AFM. As shown in Figure S3, droplets 
were produced on the fresh cleaved mica surface, indicating dewetting has occurred.

Figure S3. AFM image of BMIM-FAP dip-coated on a freshly cleaved mica at room temperature with 
RH = 20%. The concentration of BMIM FAP/vertrel solution is 1 g/L. AFM image is 20 μm×20 μm, 
and the height bar is 20 nm.
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